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Abstract
In this paper, a software model for a Command and Control system is
implemented on personal computer. This model can also be used for navigation, or Air
Traffic Control (ATC) systems. The hardware required for implementation of this
system is also described in this paper. The system assumed to have a fixed position
detection source such as the surface search radar. The principle of Track-While-Scan
(TWS) that combines the automatic detection of targets and the automatic multi target
tracking is used.
The Simplified Alpha-Beta-Gamma (--) digital filter is used to perform the
algorithm of the automatic tracking. The model main program and all necessary
routines are written in C++ language. Successful tests for the implementation of this
system are achieved.
Keywords: Command and Control, Track-While-Scan, target, Alpha-Beta-Gamma
filter, navigation, ATC

حصًٍى يُظويت قٍادة وسٍطشة بأػخًاد انذاسبت انشخصٍت
كايا-بٍخا-وأسخخذاو يششخ انخخبغ انشقًً انفا
دسٌذ فضع يذًذ
كهٍت ُْذست األنكخشوٍَاث
جايؼت انًوصم

انخالصت
.حى فً ْزا انبذث حصًٍى وفذص ػًم أًَورج بشيجً نًُظويت قٍادة وسسٍطشة باسخخذاو انذاسبت انشخصٍت
 كزنك حى وصف انًخطهباث انًادٌت نخُقٍز يثم.وْزا انًُورج ًٌكٍ حطبٍقّ اٌضا" نًُظوياث انًالدت أو انسٍطشة انجوٌت
 حى حصًٍى ْزِ انًُظويت نخؼًم ػهى كشف األْذاف بأسخخذاو انشاداس األسضً انثابج ويبذأ انخخبغ خالل.ْكزا يُظويت
.ػًهٍت انًسخ وانزي ٌجًغ بٍٍ يبذأ انكشف وانًخابؼت انطوػٍاٌ ألكثش يٍ ْذف فً آٌ وادذ
 واػخًاد،ًكايا انًبسط نخُفٍز خواسصيٍاث انخخبغ انطوػ-بٍخا-حى فً ْزا انبذث اسخخذاو انًششخ انشقًً انفا
. ػهًا" اَّ قذ حى اخخباس ػًم ْزِ انًُظويت بُجاح، فً بُاء ْزة انًُظويتC++ نغت
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1. Introduction
Command and Control systems have the facilities to perform multiple functions,
including surface, subsurface, and airspace targets detection; tracking; surveillance; and
identification [1, 2]. These systems are widely used around the world for civil or military
applications. They are extremely similar to navigation systems, or Air Traffic Control (ATC)
systems, and most of the time they considered as the main part of the C3I systems. These
systems commonly used sophisticated high-speed digital computers and special software
programs, which make them very expensive, and the end user of these systems needs the
supplier for any software development.
Most of the Command and Control systems depend on a high scan rate (10-20 rpm)
commercial two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) surface radar for the detections
of targets. The detected targets are discriminated and fed to digital computer for the process
of tracking; surveillance; and indemnification. Such detection sources are suitable for the
Command and Control systems to perform the principle of Multi Target Tracking (MTT),
which means that more than one target can be tracked simultaneously [3]. Automatic tracking
for targets is performed periodically as their data is updated from the detection source, which
is referred as the Track-While-Scan (TWS) concept [4].
In this paper, we try to introduce a low cost effective, reliable and flexible software
Command and Control system. This was achieved by using a personal computer (PC) in the
system, and writing the software model by the popular C++ programming language.
The suggested Command and Control system in this paper work with the same
concepts of MTT and TWS mentioned before. The system consists of the radar system
simulator, which used as the detection source replacing the surface radar for the experimental
tests. This simulator has the ability of generating fixed or moving targets of different speeds
and directions, with different scan rates. To convert the target’s echo signal received from
search radar or the radar system simulator to the digital (binary) form, target extractor is used,
and the data are fed to the PC via a high speed rate data channel. The main purpose of the PC
is to receive target binary data; process it for the automatic detection; initiation of targets to
be tracked; update data for previously tracked targets; interface line commands to system;
and finally viewing the radar data and the associated Command and Control system
requirements on a graphics display unit.
Tracking algorithm is accomplished in this paper using the simplified Alpha-BetaGamma (--) digital tracking filter, which is capable of tracking of accelerated targets. The
filter computes the predicted target position and it’s velocity depending on the previously
calculated data and the measured position. This filter is suitable to be used in Command and
Control system working in the Track-While-Scan (TWS) concept [5, 6].
In this paper, the detailed hardware required for the suggested Command and Control
system is discussed in section 2, while section 3 of this paper discuss the detailed software
routines required for running the software model on the PC. The principles of operation and
the detailed equations for the -- digital filter applied for tracking algorithms is given in
section 4. The results obtained from the theoretical test of the -- digital filter, and a
sample layout of the model software run on the graphics display unit are given in section 5.
Finally section 6 concludes this paper.

2. System Hardware Requirements
The general block diagram of the Command and Control system is shown in Fig (1).
As shown in figure, in addition to personal computer required for the software model
implementation of the suggested Command and Control system, special hardware equipments
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include the followings:
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Fig (1) General Block Diagram of the Command and Control system
2.1. Radar System Simulator
A standalone personal computer with an AT bus interface card radar system simulator
driven by a special program is used in this model to replace the search radar for experimental
implementation and test of the Command and Control system model. The radar system
simulator has the ability and flexibility to generate the signals of different radar types, such as
the reference synchronous radar signal (SYNC), with the I and Q analog signals for
representing of target range and position, Angle Pulse signal (ACP) of (4096) square pulses
per radar antenna turn to represent target angle, and North Pulse (NP) signal one pulse per
antenna turn for the indication that the radar antenna is in the real north.
The system is capable of initiating up to (12) targets of maximum range resolution of
(30) meters; maximum antenna scan rate up to (60) rpm; any target speed; and adjacent two
targets within angle greater than (0.5) for range greater than (300) meters [7].
2.2. Radar Targets Extractor
An AT bus interface radar targets extractor card plugged into the same PC is used to
convert targets echo data received from search radar or radar simulator to the binary form [8].
The extractor is equipped with buffer memory organized into blocks each of (8) bytes. The
code in the first (4) bits represent start or end block of a target, followed by (12) bits to
represent the target relative range, (12) bits for number of Angle Pulses (ACP) elapsed from
last north pulse, and (12) bits representing relative target elevation when extractor is
connected to 3D detection source. Thus, true targets will have two blocks of data, start block
holds the start ACP pulses, and end block holds the end ACP pulses for the target. The two
blocks should have the same range cells.
The north pulse is applied directly to one of the user interrupts of the AT bus, and a
programmable counter is used to generate a pulse for each certain number of ACP pulses.
This pulse is also applied directly to another interrupt of the AT bus which is referred as
sector pulse interrupt. The sector pulse is used for dividing the radar turns into number of
sectors; ensure complete data transfer to computer memory; and to get a reasonable smooth
movement of the cursor (radar trace) on the graphics display unit. In our model the extractor
is programmed to generate (32) sector pulse for each complete radar turn.
To ensure a very high data rate transfer form the targets extractor buffer to the PC
memory, the Direct Memory Access (DMA) technique is used to program one of the user
channels for this purpose.
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3. Model Software Flow Diagram
The general software flow diagram for the Command and Control system model is
shown in Fig (2) below. The diagram consists of several routines driven by a main program.
Some of these routines are executed sequentially, and others are controlled by special
interrupts to be executed whenever main program needs them.
Mouse
Interrupt

Track
Initiation
Routine

North
Pulse
Routine

Line Commands Interrupt

Track
Update
Routine

Track
Deletion
Routine

Target
Detection
and
Filtering
Routine

Data
Acquisition
Routine

Sector Pulse Routine

North Pulse Interrupt

Sector Pulse Interrupt

Fig (2) General Software Flow Diagram of the Command and Control System
3.1. Sector Pulse Routine
This routine is executed whenever the sector pulse interrupt goes active. It consists
mainly of two routines: the data acquisition routine, which is related to the programming and
re-initialization of the (DMA) channel to manage the data transfer from the targets extractor
buffer to PC memory [9], and the target detection and filtering routine, which is related to the
investigation of data transferred. Target is detected when the routine receive two blocks of
data (start and end) of the same range and elevation data cells. Once target is detected, this
routine computes its position in polar form depending on blocks data which contains relative
range; relative azimuth (azimuth is calculated by taking the mid of the ACP counts in start
and end blocks); and the relative elevation if the targets extractor is connected to a 3D
detection source.
Targets data obtained in polar form are converted to the Cartesian form to simplify the
tracking algorithm using the following formulas [10]:
x = R cos  cos 
(1)
y = R cos  sin 
(2)
z = R sin 
(3)
Where R is the computed target range in kilometers,  is the target elevation in degrees, and
 is the target azimuth in degrees.
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end of this routine the cursor of the graphics display unit will be forwarded by the exact
sector angle erasing all the previous plots. All targets detected in this routine will be stored in
array called the targets array.
When the Command and Control system model is implemented to real search radar,
due to noisy the targets extractor may generate false blocks of targets data, targets have start
block but without end block, and vise versa; too short targets; or too long targets. The filter
routine will erase all these blocks.
3.2. North Pulse Routine
This routine is executed when the radar antenna is exactly directed to the real north,
i.e. when the NP interrupt is set active. This is a simple routine for the indication of beginning
of new radar turn. In this routine all the counters and flags related to targets used in main
program and routines are nulled. The routine also overcome any error occurs in the sequence
of sectors, and moves the radar cursor in the graphics display unit to the north position.
3.3. Track Initiation Routine
This routine is used to mark the desired targets on the graphics display unit to be
tracked. In this paper the targets set to the automatic tracking mode are referred to as tracks.
In Command and Control systems there are two concepts of initiation tracks: the automatic
initiation which means that all targets detected will be treated and served as tracks, and the
manual initiation described in this model in which the operator or the system user has the
ability to select certain targets to be tracked.
Track Initiation routine is activated by a single click of the mouse left button on the
target viewed in the graphics display unit. The first job in this routine is to reject multiple
mouse clicks on same point on graphics display unit, the pressed relative position in
converted to Cartesian components. A designation gate around position is opened, the routine
will check all targets positions in the targets arrays within this gate. If no target is found,
order is neglected but if the routine got a single target in this gate, and the target is not
previously marked as a track, then it will be considered as the desired target. Finding more
than one target in the gate, the routine will choose the Nearest Neighbor target to the gate
center as the desired target [4, 11]. The routine will replace the order position with that got
from the targets array and an object is created and filled with initial data. This data will
represent the initialization to the -- filter and the object is considered as a first stage track
and will be appended to the tracks array in the main C++ program [12].
3.4. Track Update Routine
Track update routine is sequentially executed throughout the model program. It is
associated with the updating of tracks data and their plots on the graphics display unit.
Automatic tracking algorithm using -- digital filter is performed on all tracks. Tracks at
first stage are updated by opening a tracking gate around its predicted position, computed
from previous radar turn; check for the existing of single, or Nearest Neighbor target in the
tracking gate; get measured position; compute the filtered and predicted position of the track
using the -- filter equations as will be described later; compute the track velocity, and
updates object data to the tracks array. When the track passes this stage it will be marked as
second stage track. If no associated target is found in the tracking gate, the target object will
be deleted from the tracks array [4, 11, 13].
Updating second stage tracks is similar to the algorithm applied for first stage tracks
except that target velocity will be considered as a factor in calculating the predicted position
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of the track. Tracks pass this stage will be considered as final tracks, and they will be
discriminated on the graphics display unit by drawing a red circle around their predicted
positions, with a short line to represent heading (direction) of the track. Each final track in the
model will get a different numeric integer number, and track data (number, range, azimuth,
and elevation) will be displayed on numeric table on the graphics display unit.
Updating final tracks in this routine is similar to the algorithm discussed before, the
difference is in the implementation of the -- filter equations for these tracks as will be
discussed later. In this update procedure if there is no existence for targets in the tracking
gate, the previous predicted position of the track will be taken as the measured position and
updating is continued.
Fig (3a) shows the Nearest
Neighbor target theorem for the
designation or tracking gates, Fig
(3b) shows the theorem of having
a common Nearest Neighbor
target for two gates of tracks.
3.5. Track Deletion Routine
Nearest
Neighbor
This routine manages the
Target
deletion process of the marked
(a)
(b)
tracks, including deleting of object
Fig (3) The Nearest Neighbor target theorem
from the tracks array, and erasing
the related tracks signs and data in
numeric table on the graphics display unit. Deleting tracks in first and second stages is
accomplished automatically as has been discussed before. Final tracks are deleted
automatically if the associated track data disappeared from targets array (track has empty
tracking gate) for certain number of radar turns. When the track data is disappeared, the
model will prompt the operator by replacing the red colored circle around track with the
yellow color. The number of radar turns for deleting tracks depends on tactical specification
for the Command and Control system, and it is usually taken between 5 and 10. Final tracks
can also be deleted manually by a special operator command throughout the line commands
routine.
3.6. Line Commands Routine
In order to integrate the operation of the Command and Control system, the model is
interfaced by the line commands routine, which enables the operator to manage the operation
of the system [14]. These commands are executed on operator request by typing them using
the PC keyboard, to interrupt the model main program. These commands are viewed on the
command field box, and the result of executing these commands are displayed on the
message box field on the graphics display unit.
This routine may contain several commands, depending on the requirements of the
end user of the system. Examples of these commands are listed below:
Track Delete command (Delete n) where n is the track number to delete; this command will
delete the track data object and update the graphics display unit accordingly.
Track Correct command (Correct n) which enables the operator to position the predicted
position of certain track, track data and its plot will be updated immediately. Track new
position is set by mouse click on the graphics display unit.
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elevation of a certain track, this command is often used to set the elevation of tracks when
system is connected to 2D detection source, and the elevation is got by another source.
Send Track command (Send n), to sent data of a certain track through available
communication port.
Radar Range Change command (RDR xxxx), to set a new radar range to match the range of
the detection source. Executing this command will refresh (redraw) the graphics display unit
to get targets and tracks on their new relative positions according to the new radar range.

4. The -- Digital Tracking Filter:
The Alpha-Beta-Gamma (--) filter is a simplified form of sampled data observer
for estimation, data smoothing and control applications. It is closely related to Kalman filter
with its principal advantage that it does not require a detailed system model. This type of
filter is quite suitable for target tracking in Control and Command systems working in the
Track-While-Scan concept. The filter is able to track accelerating targets, besides the
prediction of position and velocity. Final tracks are updated in this model using the following
equations [15, 16]:
1
(4)
xP (k  1)  xs (k )  T .vs (k )  T 2 .as (k )
2
(5)
v p (k  1)  v s (k)  T.a s (k)
x s (k)  x p (k)   (x 0 (k)  x p (k))

v s (k )  v p (k ) 


T

a s (k )  a s (k  1) 

(6)

( x 0 (k )  x p (k ))


2T 2

(7)

( x 0 (k )  x p (k ))

(8)

where:
x P (k+1)
v P (k+1)
x S (k)
v S (k)
x P (k)
v P (k)
x o (k)
a S (k)
a S (k-1)
and

is the predicted target position for the next radar turn
is the predicted target velocity for the next radar turn
is the filtered (smoothed) target position in current radar turn
is the filtered (smoothed) target velocity in current radar turn
is the predicted target position computed from previous radar turn
is the predicted target velocity computed from previous radar turn
is the measured target position for current radar turn
is target acceleration in current radar turn
is the target acceleration for previous radar turn

T

is the radar time interval (time required by radar antenna to complete a single
turn)

The -- filter requires two steps of initialization, which are referred to tracks in first
and second stages. In first stage tracks the predicted position is set as the measured position,
while velocity and acceleration are nulled. For second stage tracks predicted target position is
calculated using the relation of velocity, while acceleration is calculated as track pass to the
final stage and predicted target data is computed using the previous equations.
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Typically, values of , , and  are adjusted experimentally. In general large  and 
gains tend to produce faster response for tracking transient changing, while small  and 
gains reduce the level of noise in the state estimations. Usually value of  is taken between 0
and 1, in this model  is taken (0.7), for a good balance between accurate tracking and noise
reduction, values for  and  are calculated using the following equations [10, 17]:

2
2 
Or   2(2   )  4 1  
2
and  
2


(9)
(10)
(11)

5. Results
The system have been tested theoretically and practically, theoretical test for the --
digital filter, whereas practical test applied to system by running the model software on PC
with the system hardware and recording results on the graphics display unit.
actual

predicted

9000
8000
7000

position (m)

5.1. The -- filter
The -- filter is
tested by special programs, in
which filter equations are
implemented to compute the
predicted position of a
suggested moving target with
constant velocity, and another
with constant acceleration.
The plot of actual and
predicted positions versus
time of the mentioned targets
is shown in Fig (4a) and Fig
(4b) respectively.
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and managing of the system.
Fig (4) Plot of actual and predicted track position versus time
Commercial
computer
graphics screen color is a
good and low cost choice to be as the graphics display unit for the Command and Control
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is used, certainly larger screen size with higher resolution graphics driver will be better.
The layout of the graphics display has a circular part with moving cursor (trace) to
simulate the radar screen. Moving cursor will indicate the instantaneous position of the radar
antenna, this region is used to view all targets detected by the extractor exactly at their
relative positions. Tracks are marked by red circles with indicators to their directions, besides
the numeric number given to each track, which is important for the operator for monitoring
target data on numeric table, and to deal with the track by its number through the line
commands.
The screen displays a numeric table to view all tracks data, which contains fields for
track number (N); track range in kilometers (R); track azimuth in degrees (Az); and track
elevation in kilometers (E). The bottom region of screen is used to view commands entered
by the operator, and the message field is related to result of executing line commands. Fig (5)
shows a sample layout of the graphics display unit.
N

1

R

Az

1

100

28

2

65

238

4

150

195

7

78

80

E

4.7

6.5

7

2

4

Command
Message

Send 2
OK

Fig (5) Sample Layout of the Graphics Display Unit

6. Conclusion
In this paper, the detailed hardware and software needed for the Command and
Control system is discussed. This model has the advantage of low cost since it depends on
personal computer, which is widely used and available in the markets. Software model
needed for the system is written using a very popular programming language (the C++
language), and it is organized into several routines which make the model easily adaptive in
future to any extra requirements. The model has been tested experimentally for different
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static and moving targets with different speeds, the system is capable of tracking (16) targets
at the same time. The model was also tested tactically by real 2D search radar and good
results are obtained.
From the experimental and tactical test of the model, it is found that the
-- filter is quite suitable for the operation of such models for the tracking purposes of
moving and constant accelerating targets, but this model can easily be reformulated to use the
Kalman filter for tracking purposes.

Although this paper does not contain any listing for main program and
routines, but it is available to any researcher having the interest in this field to
contact the author directly.
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